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(Communicated by Jonathan M. Rosenberg)

Abstract. The spherical series representations of a free nonabelian group are

here characterized as those irreducible unitary representations possessing a cer-

tain type of matrix coefficient. We make some conjectures on the problem of

finding a natural boundary realization for a general irreducible representation of

the free group, supposed to be weakly contained in the regular representation.

1. Statement of the result and discussion

The theory of unitary representations of nonabelian free groups is difficult

and little developed. To represent the free group with two generators on a

Hilbert space, you need only choose two unitary operators on the space. More-

over, common sense suggests that this representation will be irreducible for

virtually all choices of the two operators. A free group is not type I, which

means that the usual program of representation theory, decomposing unitary

representations into irreducibles, is almost meaningless, because these decom-

positions will not usually be unique, or even close to unique. In fact, the little

work which has been done is along the lines of producing and studying particu-

lar irreducible representations [Yoshizawa, Pytlik, Figà-Talamanca-Picardello 1

and 2, Kajiwara, Pytlik-Swarc, Figà-Talamanca-Steger 1 and 2, Cowling-Steger,

Angelini, Steger].

Of these many examples, perhaps the clearest and most attractive is the spher-

ical series of Figà-Talamanca and Picardello. Fix once and for all the free group

T and a set of free generators {^,}j=1 • It is convenient to set

cj = 2r- 1.

Construct a tree £T with vertex set equal to Y saying that x, y £ Y have an

edge between them if and only if x = ya or y = xa for some / . Then Y acts

on the left on this tree as a subgroup of Aut(^), the full automorphism group

of &~. If we give Aut(i^) its natural topology as a subspace of the power space
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Map(J7", ¡7'), then Aut(^) is type I and its unitary representation theory is

understood (see [Ol'shanskii 1 and 2]).

The subgroup K0 of Aut(¿7") consisting of all automorphisms of ff which

fix the vertex e is a maximal compact subgroup. The spherical series of Aut(^)

consists of all irreducible unitary representations of Aut^) which contain Af-

fixed vectors. (The spherical series is normally divided into a principal and a

complementary series.) The spherical series of Y consists of the restrictions to

r of the spherical series of Av\(¿T).

The spherical series representations of Y are irreducible, as proved (for al-

most everyone of them) in [Pytlik], and slightly later (for every one of them)

in [Figà-Talamanca-Picardello 1]. Moreover they are all inequivalent ([Figà-

Talamanca-Steger 2] contains a correct proof of this result of Figà-Talamanca

and Picardello).

If we pass to a new set of generators {d\ by interchanging the {a.}, or

by replacing some of them with their inverses, or by applying conjugation, or

by some combination of these operations, we arrive at an equivalent spherical

series. However, any other change of generators for Y gives a spherical series of

representations inequivalent to those of the original spherical series. (One can

prove this using the techniques of [Bishop-Steger] and Theorem 3.7 of [Culler-

Morgan].)

This paper gives a characterization of the spherical series of Y :

Theorem. Let n be an irreducible unitary representation of Y on the Hubert

space %?. Let vn,vx £%?, let

4> = {v0, n(x)vx)

be a nonzero matrix coefficent of n, and consider <p eis a function of the vertices

of ¿T. Suppose that 4> is invariant with respect to the subgroup

KN — {g £ Aut(y ) ;   gx = x whenever d(x, e) < N }

for some N > 0. Then n belongs to the spherical series.

Keep in mind that the choice of generators, {a¡Y¡_x , enters in the definition

of the free &~ and that the spherical series also depends on the choice of gen-

erators. There are many unitary representations of Y which are proved to be

irreducible (see the references in the first paragraph), and the total collection of

irreducible unitary representations is, in imprecise terms, unmanageably huge.

In spite of its special hypotheses, the above theorem is effective in that it picks

the spherical series out of this huge collection.

Why bother to state or to prove this theorem? Because it is an exemplar of the

general philosophy that irreducible unitary representations of Y are naturally

realized as acting on spaces of functions defined on the boundary of Y. Let

Q = {(Xj)°°=0 ; x   is a vertex of Y and d(x., xJ+X) = 1 } ,
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the set of half infinite geodesies in Y. Say that (x¡) and (y.) are equivalent

if, up to some shift of the (x ), the two sequences of vertices are equal for all

large enough j.

Then Q, the boundary of &~, is defined as the set of equivalence classes.

Each equivalence class has a unique representative which starts at the point

e, and this representative is of the form (e, a)', a)'a)2, ... , a£' • • ■ a¿ , ... )

where  1 < i   < r, e   = ±1, and if /   = ij+x, then e   = e +1.  It is natural

to denote this point of the boundary by the infinite reduced word a^a^a]1 •■■ .
'1   '2  '3

We also call Ci the boundary of the free group Y. Note that Ci does not

depend essentially on the choice of generators; the boundary associated to any

other choice of generators is naturally isomorphic to Ci. The topology on Ci is

that of the space of half-geodesies starting at e considered as a subspace of the

power space Map({j £ Z; j > 0}, vertices of ÏT ). This makes Q compact,

in fact isomorphic to the Cantor set.

So far as the authors are aware, every single irreducible unitary representation

of T thus far constructed, which has the additional property of being weakly

contained in the regular representation, is realized, and realized in a seemingly

natural way, as acting on some space of functions defined on Ci. For example,

if v is the unique regular measure on Ci invariant with respect to K0, the

representations ns of the spherical principal series of Aut(y ) are given by

[ns(g)F](co) = F(g-xco)

Here j is real and may be taken in the range [0, ft/ log q]. The K0-invariant

vectors of ns are the constant functions. The restrictions of the ns to Y ç

Aut(^) give us the representations of the spherical principal series of Y. The

complementary series representations are defined by the same formula, with

Re(s) = 0 or Re(s) = n/logq and lm(s) in the range [0, 1/2]. The comple-

mentary series representations do not act on L (Ci, u) but on certain Sobolev

spaces defined on Ci (see [Mantero-Zappa]). Complementary series represen-

tations are not weakly contained in the regular representation, but they too are

realized on Ci. (The two endpoints representations, nij2 and nn,Xog(¡+¡,2 are

characters, respectively the trivial character and the character with value -1

on each generator. In these cases the space of functions on Q devolves into the

space of constant functions.) Other known irreducible unitary representations

of T correspond to other measures on Ci. For example, the measure v given

above depends on the choice of generators. If a new choice of generators gives

a different spherical series, it also gives a different measure, mutually singular

with v . The factor \dv(g~xco)/dv(co)\x/2+ls above is called the cocycle. For

many examples the cocycle, always a function of g and co, cannot be expressed

as a power of a Radon-Nikodym derivative.

The earliest studied irreducible representations were those of [Yoshizawa].

dv(g    co)

dv(co)

3-t-i.s
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Obtained by inducing from a copy of Z inside Y, they can be realized on

L (Ci, v) where v   is an atomic measure.

It is possible to construct irreducible unitary representations of Y which are

realized on spaces of vector-valued functions on Ci. Let nF be a finite dimen-

sional irreducible unitary representation of Y, acting on %?F , and let n$ be in

the spherical series. According to [Cowling-Steger] the tensor product ns®nF ,

which can easily be realized on L (Ci, ß^F , v), is an irreducible representation.

Given the spherical principal series representation ns as an abstract repre-

sentation, how might we reconstruct its realization on the boundary? First,

choose a particular vector vx in the representation space %?, and identify «^

with a space of functions on Y, identifying v £ %fs with the matrix coefficent

f
jv >

fv(y) = (v, ns(y)vx).

This identification intertwines ns with the ordinary action of Y by left trans-

lations. We will cheat and suppose that we have been so fortunate as to choose

for vx the function identically 1 on fi. Second, identify the function / with

a certain function Fv (to) defined on Í2. Fix co £ Ci given by the half-geodesic

(x¡)°°.n starting at e . For fixed v £ ß? we find
J   J—" ■>

(1) fMj) = cs^)(q~]Y+lS + c_s(co)(q-]y~is + o(q-Jy

or, more precisely, this holds for almost every co £ Ci. (A slightly different

asymptotic form holds if 5 = 0 or s = n/logq .) Let

Fv(<°) = e,(<») and *£(«) = £_,(»)■

We may realize %?s as a space of functions on Ci by identifying v £ 3? with

Fv(to) (or alternatively with F'v(co) ). The /^-realization gives us back, up to a

constant factor, the identification of Â? with L (Ci, v) which we used above

to define ns. The F'v -realization gives an essentially different identification of

ßrs with L2(Ci,v).

Such a construction might conceivably apply to an arbitrary irreducible rep-

resentation (ft, %?) of T, provided that n is weakly contained in the regular

representation of Y. However, there are many difficulties. Fixing vx£%? one

can identify v £ Â? with the matrix coefficient

fv{y)= (v, n(y)vx) .

Even for the case just considered, n — ns, the simple asymptotic form ( 1 )

would not have held if vx had not been chosen very carefully. For a general

representation n , one does not know how to choose vx , nor what sort of

asymptotic form the functions fv are supposed to have. Nonetheless, one hopes

to construct vector-valued functions F on Ci which reflect the asymptotic

behavior of the fv. If co = (e, x,, x2, ... ) is a geodesic, then it is unreasonable

to hope, in the general case, that the values fv(Xj) will determine F (to). At the

very least, values f (y) for y within fixed distance of the geodesic are required.
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Here are some conjectures which we hope will lead to a canonical way of

realizing n as acting on a space of vector-valued functions on Ci. As above,

(n,ß?) should be irreducible, unitary, and weakly contained in the regular

representation. For x 6 Y, let |x| be the length of the reduced word expression

for x . First, we conjecture

^xer (vi ' n(x)v2)(wx > n(x)w2) exp(-e|x|)
lim ^xei x  "    v  ' ¿"   ''    \'   L'    rv     '   " =(vx,wx)(v2,w2)

£-° E,erK"o^W"o)l 2exp(-£|x|)

assuming ||w0|| = 1 . Second, we conjecture that the measures vE w on Y given

by _

ve (v , n(y)u0)(w , n(y)u0) exp(-e[x|)

Exer KMo> n(x)u0)\2exp(-e\x\)

converge weakly to measures vv w on Ci, treating ruil as a single compact

Hausdorff space. From the measures vv w it should be possible to construct a

direct integral of Hubert spaces on Ci, that is a Hubert space bundle on Q,

together with an action of Y on the bundle and an inclusion of ß? into the

direct integral, that is, into the space of square integrable sections of the bun-

dle. Without carrying this program through in full detail for any representation,

we have calculated the apparent outcome in a number of cases. Strikingly, the

full direct integral over Ci consists always of at most four irreducible com-

ponents, frequently two irreducible components; in the case of the spherical

principal series the two components are both equivalent to n, one giving the

Fv-realization and the other the /^'-realization. Our third conjecture, less pre-

cise than the other two, is that this construction is robust with respect to the

choice of u0 and with respect to the choice of generators. Indeed, the gener-

ators enter into this construction in only one way, namely the determination

of the length function on Y. Any reasonable length function should yield the

same realization on the boundary.

Return to the hypotheses of the theorem. We are given one matrix coefficient

<p of some irreducible unitary representation n , and given that </> is invariant

with respect to

KN = {g £ Aut(^) ;   gx = x whenever d(x, e) < N} .

This suggests that the measure on the boundary should be invariant with respect

to KN, which means it is in the same measure class as v , the ^-invariant mea-

sure. Moreover, if (x.-)°l0 is a geodesic from e to some point of Ci, then once

the first N steps are fixed, <j>(x.) depends only on j . Fixing those first A^ steps,

we can perform a Fourier or more properly a Laplace transform of tj>(x,) with

respect to j, and expect the values of this transform to reflect the asymptotic

behavior of <p(xf). Indeed, comparison with (1) suggests that the individual

coefficients of this Laplace transform correspond to subrepresentations of n in

the spherical series. Since n is irreducible, n should actually be equal to some

member of the spherical series. The proof which follows reflects this approach,
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though it can be understood independently of the motivation. Observe that it

is the spectral theorem (for bounded selfadjoint operators) which is called upon

to effect the necessary Laplace transform in a controllable way.

2. Proof of Theorem

We are given an irreducible unitary representation, ft, of T acting on a

Hubert space, ß?, and given two nonzero vectors v0, vx £ ß?. The principal

hypothesis is that

4>(x) = (v0, n(x)vx)

is ^-invariant when considered as a function of the vertices of fT. As men-

tioned above, for x £ Y, we let |x| be the length of the reduced word for x

in terms of {a~}r-x . Alternatively, |x| is the distance from e to x in the tree

F. Let

Iv|=l

be the characteristic function of the set of generators and inverses of generators.

For any function f:Y—>C define

(Af)(X) = J2 fit) = ¿2 f(*y) ■
d{x,z)=l \y\=l

We have

(Acp)(x) = J2 <Kxy) = EK' n(xy)vx) = (v0, n(x)n(p)vx) .

\y\=i \y\=i

It follows that if Q is any polynomial,

(Q(A)<j>)(x) = (v0, n(x)Q(n(p))vx) .

Since A preserves the space of ^-invariant functions, the matrix coefficient

between v0 and Q(n(p))v{ is A^-invariant. Now let Q be any continuous

function on sp = spec(n(p)) and let (2, be a sequence of polynomials ap-

proaching Q. Then

(vQ,n(x)Q(n(p))vx) = lim(u0, n(x)Q}(n(p))vx)

is again ^-invariant. Thus, we are at liberty to substitute Q(n(p))vx for v{,

so long as the new vector is nonzero.

The spectral decomposition of vx with respect to the operator n(p) will give

a decomposition of 4> into eigenfunctions of A. Let ß? be the closed linear

span of {x(p)mvx}m=o- Tfle spectral theorem identifies ß?(0) with

L (sp, dm(k)) where sp denotes the spectrum of n(p) and dm is the spectral

measure of vx with respect to n(p). Under this identification vx corresponds

to the function 1 and n(p)nvx corresponds to the function k" . For each x £ Y,

define <I> : ¿T(0) -» C by
X *

<&_(«) = (ft(x-1)v u) .
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Since Ox  is a continuous antilinear functional on ßf(   , there exists (px
2

L (sp, dm(k)) such that O   is realized by

®X(V)= [ <px(k)>p(k)dm(k).
J sp

cp(x) = <bx(vx) = f <px(k)dm(k)
Jsp

(An<j>)(x) = <t>x(n(p)nvx) = f 4>x(k)k" dm(k)
J so

isp

Thus

and

'sp

Write (px(x) for <px(k). For any n > 0

/ (A<px)(x)k"dm(k) = J2 f <t>x(xy)k"dm(k)= ]T (Ancf>)(xy)
JSP \yH   JSP |y| = 1

= (A"+X<f>)(x) = f <px(x)k"+x dm(k) .
Jsp

2
Since the linear span of the powers k is dense in L (sp, dm(k)), Atf>x(x) =

k4>x(x) for almost every k. Those <f>x which do not satisfy Atf>x = k<f>x can be

replaced by zero. Thus

4>(x) = /   (f>A(x)dm(k)   where A(px = k$l.
Jsp

Next we show that (almost all) the (px are KN-invariant. Let k £ KN.

Identifying x e Y as a vertex of ¿7", let A:(x) 6 T be the image of x under

k . For n > 0

[ (j>x(k(x))kn dm(k) = (A"<j>)(k(x)) = (A"4>)(x) = Í <px(x)k" dm(k) .
J sp J sp

This holds because the ^-invariance of 4> implies that of A"(j>. Again, since

the span of the k" is dense in L (sp, dm(k)), it follows that ^(^(x)) = <t>x(x)

for almost every k. There are only countably many pairs (x, k(x)), so we may

assume each of the tf>x is ^-invariant.

The spectrum, sp, of n(p), is contained in the spectrum of p as an ele-

ment of ¿X(Y). This spectrum is obviously inside {k £ C; \k\ < \\p\\x = 2r}.

Since sp is real, sp ç [-2r, 2r]. Suppose that -2r £ sp and m{-2r} > 0.

Then there exists w in ß?m such that n(p)w = -2rw, i.e. w such that

£\ i=i n(y)w = -2™ . Since there are exactly 2r terms in the sum it must be

that n(üj)w = -w for each generator a.. Thus Cw is an invariant subspace

of ßf, hence all of ß?. In fact, n must be equivalent to the endpoint spherical

series representation itn,. ¡,2. Similarly, if m{2r} > 0, n is equivalent to

ft( ,2. If, on the other hand, m{±2r} is zero, then the support of dm has some

intersection with the open interval  (-2r,2r).   Replace vx  with Q(n(p))vx
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where Q is a continuous function on [—2r, 2r] with (compact) support com-

pletely contained in the open interval and large enough so that Q(n(p))vx ^ 0.

Having done this, suppose for the rest of the proof that supp(/i) ç (-2r, 2r).

Next we will show that for each k, 4>x(x) is a matrix coefficient of ns where

,        l+is ,     4— is
k = q1     +q2     .

Real values of 5 correspond to k in the range [-2^/q, 2^/q], values of s

with Re(s) = 0 correspond to k in the range [2^/q, 2r], and values of 5

with Re(s) = n/logq correspond to k in the range [-2r, -2^/q]. Let ß?s

be the representation space of ns, realized as a space of functions on Ci. Let

\s £ ß?s be the ^-invariant vector given by the function identically one on Q.

Normalize the inner product on ß?s so that 1^ has length 1. For u £ ß?s let the

Poisson transform of u (see [Mantero-Zappa]) be given by

(&>su)(g) = (u, ns(g)ls)   for g £ Aut(^).

The Poisson transform intertwines ns with the left-regular action of Aut(^).

Since \s is ^-invariant, ¿Psu is defined on the coset space Aut(^")/A^0, which

is to say that ¿Psu can be thought of as a function on the vertices of ¿7". In

particular, the restriction of fPsu to Y determines ¿Pu'. Since 1^ is a k-

eigenvector of ns(p), ¿Psu is a A-eigenfunction of A. The Helgason theo-

rem of [Mantero-Zappa], described below, implies that every À^-invariant k-

eigenfunction of A is in the range of ¿Ps. Choose ux £ ß? so that ¿Psux = <f>x .

Then

<t>xix) = (ux, n(x)\s) .

For any vertex x of ¿7", let [e, x] be the geodesic from e to x . Similarly,

for co £ Ci, let [e, to] be the infinite geodesic from e to co. Define D(x, co)

as the distance from e of the last vertex common to [e, x] and [e, co]. Define

the Poisson kernel, P(x, co), by P(x, co) = q-^x-e)+1D(x-w). Then the p0iSSon

transform is given concretely by

(&>su)(x) = / P(x, coy~'su(co)dv(co) .
Jn

- — is
For fixed co, P(x, co)2 is a A-eigenfunction of A . For a fixed x, P(x, co)

belongs to 3f(Ci), the space of locally constant functions on Ci. For U £

JT'(Ci) the algebraic dual of 3^(Ci), set

(^U)(x) = U(P(x,co)Í2~is).

The Helgason theorem of [Mantero-Zappa] (see also [Kato 1 and 2]) asserts that

¿P is an isomorphism from J? (Ci) to the space of all A-eigenfunctions of A .

Moreover, since P(k(x), k(to)) — P(x, co) for every k £ KQ, ¿P's intertwines

the action of K0 on Ji'(Ci) and the left-regular action of KQ on the space of

eigenfunctions. In particular, .Ày^-invariant eigenfunctions correspond to KN-

invariant functional in 5¡f'(Ci). Furthermore, any ^-invariant functional U
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must be given by integration against u(co)dv(co) where u is some .ty^-invariant

function. All the ^-invariant functions belong to ß?s, so every KN-invariant

A-eigenfunction of A is given as fPsu for some u £&s.

Given a Ä^-invariant function u and given to £ Ci, let [e, co] = (x,-)°l0.

Direct calculation gives

(&>su) (Xj) = Csu(co)(q-Jy2+'s + C_su(co)(q~J)Í2~'s    for j>N.

Here we must exclude the special cases 5 = 0 and s — n/logq . The constant

is

C.
Jâ g*-"-g-*+fa

-'      q+l     q-'s-qis      '

while u is given by a complicated formula involving the values of u at all

points of Ci. This formula is not part of the proof. Rather, it shows that ux may

be obtained by examining the asymptotic behavior of c/>x(x) as x approaches

the boundary of the tree.

Here is an explicit formula which inverts £PS  on the (finite-dimensional)

space of KN-invariant A-eigenfunctions of A.  Let to £ Ci and let [e, to] =

(Xj)%0 ■ Then

(2) u(co) = i±l(gK-Y^^)K)^^-(f^)(^-i) .

This follows because P(xN_x, to') = qP(xN, to) when [e, to] and [e, co'] do

not have the same first N steps, while P(xN, to') = qN and P(xN_x, co') =

q ~~ when [e, co] and [e, co'] do have the same first N steps. For KN-

invariant u, the norm of u in ß?s is equivalent to the norm of u in L (Ci, dv)

(see [Mantero-Zappa]). Of course, in the principal series, Ims = 0, these two

norms are equal. The constant controlling this equivalence of norms depends

on N and 5 and blows up as s approaches i/2 or i/2 + n/logq, that is, as

k approaches ±2r. So long as we are working with fixed N and with A in a

compact subset of (-2r, 2r), formula (2) gives

M <cJ2 IWMI
\x\<N

for some constant C. In particular

INI < c E W*)l •
\x\<N

Thus

f \\ux\\2dm(k)<C [  ( ¿2 \<px(x)\) dm(k)<w.
Jsp Jsp  \\X]<N /

/•e                                         /-e /-e
'=/   ß?s{X)dm(k) ,        v'o=       uxdm(k) , v\ = /    1J(A) dm(k) .

Jsp                                                    Jsp Jsp

isp

Let
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Let ft' denote the obvious direct integral representation of Y on %?'. Then

(v'0,n'(x)v[)= / (ux,ns{X)(x)\s(X))dm(k)
J so

/■Jsp

(px(x)dm(k) = <f)(x) = (v0, n(x)vx)

The result now follows from two standard lemmas (applicable to all locally

compact groups).

Lemma 1. Suppose n (n) is an irreducible unitary (a unitary) representation

of Y on ßf (ß?'). Suppose there exist nonzero vectors vQ,vx £ ß? and v'0,

v[ £ ßf' such that (v0, n(x)vx) = (v'0, n'(x)v'x) for x £ Y. Then n is a

subrepresentation of n .

Lemma 2. An irreducible subrepresentation of a direct integral of irreducible rep-

resentations is equivalent to one of the integrand representations.

To prove Lemma 1 we must construct a nonzero map from ß? to ß?' which

intertwines n and n . Define

^   = closed-span (n(x)vx , n (x)vx)xer

inside ßf © ßf'. Let P (P') denote the obvious projection from ß?" to

ß^ (ßf1). If P'P* is nonzero then it is the required intertwining map. Since

PP* is an intertwiner for the irreducible representation ft , it is a scalar, obvi-

ously nonzero. Hence if P'P*(w) = 0 for some nonzero w £ ßf, then ß?"

contains the element (w , 0).

To say that (w, 0)  is in ß?"  is to say that for any e > 0 we can find

constants (cx)x€T such that

For any y e Y

w ~Ylcxnix)vi < e   and Y,cxn'(x)v\ < e.

(n(y)v0,w)\ <e||w0|| +

= e\\vn

<£   V

+

+ e\

{*{y)v0,^2cxn(x)vx)

{n\y)v'o> Y*cxn'(x)v'\)

oi

Thus for each y, (n(y)vQ, w) = 0. Since n is irreducible, w must be 0, a

contradiction.

To prove Lemma 2, take some vector in the representation space of the irre-

ducible subrepresentation, and write the corresponding positive definite func-

tion as an integral of positive definite functions coming from the integrand

representations. Then almost all of the integrand positive definite functions

are multiples of the irreducible positive definite function which is their integral.

There must be at least one of the integrand positive definite functions which is a

positive multiple of the integral, and the corresponding integrand representation

is equivalent to the subrepresentation with which we started.
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